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To whom it may concern: 
 
I would like to comment on the Battersea Power Station planning application. 
 
The topic of concern is Public Toilets. 
 
As far as I can tell, there are 4 sets of toilets in the power station plans. 
 
Ground Floor 
1. South East corner: 1 accessible, 6 ladies cubicles, 1 ladies ambulent cubicle, 3 
mens cubicles, 3 urinals 
2. South West corner 1 accessible, 3 ladies, 1 mens, 1 urinal. 
 
Lower Ground Floor 
3. South East corner: 6 ladies, 1 ladies ambulent, 2 mens, 1 mens ambulent, 3 
urinals. 
 
Jetty 
4. 2 accessible (1 left hand transfer, 1 right hand transfer) 
 
 
The power station is not just a shopping centre; it's a town centre.  Therefore 
there need to be sufficient public toilets for everyone, whether or not they're using 
the retail space in the power station.  
 
The public toilets on the Ground floor and Lower Ground floors are too far 
from the South Entrance. 
 
People like to use facilities when they arrive. People arriving by bus have a 150m 
walk to the south entrance. The toilets are as far again. That's a long way to walk 
just for a rest stop, before you even start your day! 
 
It's common for a shopping centre to put their toilets 'at the back, round the 
corner, where the cheapest retail space would be'. This maximises rent and 
discourages people who are not customers of the centre from using the facilities. 
But it's not appropriate for public toilets that serve the whole town centre. What if 



you're there to visit the High Street, not the shopping centre at all? It's still nearly 
a 1/4mile round trip to the loo. Plus this isn't just the centre of the development - 
this is the main town centre for the whole of Nine Elms!  
 
Wouldn't it be better to put the toilets in the South Entrance, like you would find in 
a museum, so that they're easy to find, convenient for everyone, and not an 
excursion in their own right? Additional toilets in the High Street or Town Square 
could provide a supplementary provision if the retail space inside is too valuable. 
In fact this would serve much better as a public toilet and reduce the need for 
extra loos inside. 
 
There are no public toilets in the North half of the power station. 
 
I can't find any.  There are 2 in the jetty, but few people would think to look there 
and would be sufficient only for people using the jetty.  As there is half a 
shopping centre, transport links and a public park, this seems like a massive 
shortfall in facilities. 
 
Public toilets in the North Entrance of the power station would be intuitive to find 
and ease pressure on the southern toilets.  Alternatively an external toilet block 
would be appropriate for serving the park, perhaps as part of a cafe complex (but 
without having to be customers of the cafe to use them).  This would serve 
people spending an hour in the park, shoppers arriving from the river, and those 
walking along the Thames Embankment, as the next nearest toilets are in 
Battersea Park, about a km away. 
 
The ratio of male to female facilities is not correct. 
 
For example, there are 7 ladies loos including the ambulent toilet in the S-E 
corner, and 3 mens+3urinals. That's 7 places to pee for women, and 6 for men.  I 
think that the recommended ratio of provision is 2:1 in favour of women, since 
they take twice as long 'to go'.  British Standard BS6465 can provide more details 
on specifying toilet quantities for shopping centres, and for 'public toilets'.   
 
There's no provision for families. 
 
I can't see any family toilets (which feature adult and child loos and a baby-
changing table all in one loo big enough for a pushchair) or breast or bottle-
feeding areas.  Family toilets are provided by Westminster Council at 
Embankment, John Lewis stores, and the most popular shopping centres.  Many 
parent choose where to do their shopping based on these facilities which make 
life so much easier.  Baby-changing in the ladies is not enough since the carer 
need to use the loo too and cannot leave stroller/carry baby at the same time. 
 Plus you'd also need one in the mens, for the dads.   



 
No Changing Places loo 
 
It would be great if a new development and new population area provided for 
severely disabled children and adults by providing a changing places toilet. 
 These are always secure (locked until requested to be used) to keep them safe 
from damage, so a private area such as a shopping centre is vital. 
www.changing-places.org 
 
No toilets mentioned at Battersea Station 
 
Just as with the buses, people arriving by tube (or rail) will need the loo.  If this 
station is going to be an inclusive transport interchange, it needs toilets.  These 
could also provide evening provision for those on their way home after a night on 
the booze. Otherwise where are they going to go when making their way home? 
 On the side of a building? 
 
Inclusive Design - The proposed development is committed to Inclusive Design, 
but does not mention toilets in their inclusive design document.  These are an 
integral part of a destination and a transport infrastructure.  They all essential to 
the community and reduce street fouling.  A lack of toilets creates an awful 
amount of bad will towards a destination and can put off a repeat trip.  They were 
also top of the list along with post office and sth else in the first public 
consultation for the community facility that was most wanted!  A successful public 
toilet would be in the heart of any town centre facility, with cafes, community 
notice boards, open spaces, bike parks, bus stops, tube stops etc. 
 
In my opinion there need to be more toilets, they need to be easier to reach in the 
power station, there need to be toilets serving the North Entrance and Park, and 
family facilities.   
 
The current facilities are particularly discriminating towards the young and old, 
and therefore not inclusive at all:  Older people need the loo more yet cannot 
walk as far, so the distance from bus/tube to toilets is huge - just not on a human 
scale!  The design and access statement also mentions childrens' play areas.  I 
cannot see these, but again there need to be toilets nearby, and playgrounds that 
are exclusively for children often have children's toilets for them alone. 
 
 
Otherwise, the Power Station looks Great! and I'm really excited to see it 
develop, 
 
best wishes, 
 



Gail 
 
 
Gail Knight 
 
 
 
Research Associate 
Helen Hamlyn Centre (for Inclusive Design) 
Royal College of Art 
London 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


